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101 Woods Loop Accessory Structure Elevation and Plans.pdf
New Survey.pdf

Amanda,
Please find the responses to the questions you asked below in regard to the CUP

First list of questions:

1. Utilities - power and water are already in place and have been set in the easement
noted on the attached survey on the southeast corner of the property.  PEC has already
set a new pole and transformer and run power to a power pole and meter in the
easement.  Dripping Springs Water Company has already tapped the 6” main and
installed a new meter for service and placed the meter in the same easement for ease
of service and reporting.  We have also contracted and done a septic engineering
study and the proposed placement of the new wastewater septic is also noted on the
attached survey.

2. Attached is the impervious cover worksheet we have done which includes the existing
cover as well as the new cover.  Based on our calculations and the lot size of 3.08ac
our projected impervious cover is 7.39%

3. The driveway to the new structure is not existing and is in the plan for the impervious
cover restrictions as it will be stained concrete to match the existing main dwelling. 

Second list:

1. Adequate ingress and egress to property and proposed structures thereon with
particular reference to vehicular and pedestrian safety and convenience, and access in
case of fire;

On the attached survey there is an existing driveway that will be purposed for
the ingress and egress of the proposed ADU which will provide the same
accessibility as the main dwelling and accessibility that already exists on
Woods Loop from before we acquired the property.

2. Off-street parking areas, loading areas, and pavement type;
On the attached survey there is the new driveway that is called out that will
accommodate off street parking on the site as well as an attached 13’8” x 21’
single car garage included in the structure

3. Refuse and service areas;
The City's solid waste franchisee will be alerted and an additional trash can will
be delivered upon completion of the ADU and will be picked up with the
existing trash and recycle can from the main dwelling

4. Utilities with reference to location, availability, and compatibility;
See number 1 above

5. Screening and buffering, features to minimize visual impacts, and/or setbacks from
adjacent uses;

The ADU is set 50’ off of the south build line and 155’ off of the west build
line.  No trees have been removed from the property at all to maintain adequate
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Sheet1

		IMPERVIOUS COVER CALCULATION SHEET

		Total Lot Size		3.08 ac		134,164.80

		Description		SQ/FT

		Main Area Exisiting Home		3220

		Covered Porch		342

		Covered Porch		74

		Detached Garage		1864

		Front Driveway		596

		Detached Patio		384

		ADU Residence Main Area		1292

		ADU Residence Front Porch		68

		ADU Residence Back Porch		89

		Proposed new driveway		1992

		Total		9921

		Impervious Cover with new structures		7.39%
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3-Bed Ranch House Plan with Vaulted Ceiling
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Plan Details


Square Footage Breakdown


Total Heated Area:
1,292 sq. ft.


1st Floor:
1,292 sq. ft.


Porch, Rear:
89 sq. ft.


Porch, Front:
68 sq. ft.


Beds/Baths


Bedrooms:
3


Full bathrooms:
2


Foundation Type


Standard
Foundations:
Crawl,
Slab


Optional
Foundations:
Basement,
Walkout


Exterior Walls


Standard Type(s):
2x4


Optional Type(s):
2x6
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Dimensions


Width:
29' 6"


Depth:
59' 10"


Max ridge height:
17' 0"


Garage


Type:
Attached


Area:
300 sq. ft.


Count:
1 Cars


Entry Location:
Front


Ceiling Heights


Floor / Height:
First Floor / 8' 0"


Roof


Framing Type:
Stick
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cover and buffer from the main dwelling structure and any neighboring
properties or easements

6. Control of exterior lighting with reference to glare, traffic safety, economic effect,
and compatibility and harmony with properties in the district;

We plan on only having three exterior lights, two in the front and one on the
back patio.  The back patio will be recessed in the ceiling of the patio and will
be facing down.  The ones in the front will be “hat” style to match the existing
dwelling which comply with the dark sky requirements based on the lighting
compliance application we have signed along with our CUP.

7. Required yards and open space;
The ADU will have access to the open space and yard of the main dwelling per
the attached survey

8.  Height and bulk of structures;
See attached ADU plan document, the height of the structure is noted on page 4
and is 17’ top of ridge height per build plan and with the foundation will be 19’
total in building height which is under the restrictions of 25’ for an ADU on
SF-1.  The size of the structure in terms of sq ft and dimensions is also called
out in this attachment.

9.  Exterior construction material, building design, and building facade treatment;
See the ADU plan attachment, on page 1 is the architectural rendering of the
front elevation.  The exterior will be Hardy siding board and batten to match
the main dwelling exactly along with exact matching colors and will also
feature the same stone accent work on the front of the ADU as the main
dwelling has.  

10. Roadway adjustments, traffic-control devices or mechanisms, and access restrictions
to control traffic flow or divert traffic as may be needed to reduce or eliminate
development-generated traffic on neighborhood streets; and

No existing roadway adjustments are needed as prior to purchase of the
property a gate and a driveway existed on the property as noted on the survey
from the previous owners and the city.  We will be utilizing this as the means of
ingress and egress per number 1 above.

Jon Thompson
J Thompson Professional Consulting
PO Box 172
Dripping Springs, Texas 78620
(512) 568-2184
jthompsonconsultingds@gmail.com
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